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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

This  paper  reports  on the  characterization  of  interfaces  between  oxide  coatings  and  metallic  interconnects
that are  used  in  planar  solid  oxide  fuel  cells.  With  the  reduction  of operating  temperatures  to  800 ◦C, it  is
possible to  replace  ceramic  interconnects  with  less  expensive  stainless  steels.  However,  when  incorpo-
rating  chromia-forming  metallic  interconnects,  steps  must  be  taken  to  inhibit  chromium  poisoning.  One
approach  to  prevent  chromium  poisoning,  is  to deposit  dense,  protective  coatings,  such  as  manganese
cobalt  spinel  oxide  (MCO).  The  brittle  nature  of  MCO  makes  it susceptible  to damage  under  mechanical
and  thermal  stresses  during  operation.  A  four point  bend  experiment  is  designed  to assess  the strength
pinel coating
nterconnect
hromium poisoning

nterfacial shear strength
nterfacial fracture energy

and  adhesion  of reduced  and  oxidized  coatings  deposited  on  SS441  or Crofer  interconnects.  Resulting
tensile  cracking  patterns  on the convex  side  of  bend  specimen  are  used  to  quantify  the  interfacial  shear
strength  with  a shear  lag  model.  Using  energy  based  fracture  mechanics,  interfacial  fracture  energy  is
calculated  from  the strain  at the  onset  of  coating  spallation.  Scanning  electron  microscopy  images  of
the cracked  coating  surfaces  are  processed  to  analyze  the  failure  mechanisms,  crack  spacing  and  spalled

eakes
areas.  At 3%  strain,  the  w

. Introduction

It is well known that for fuel cells to reach practical power levels,
ndividual cells must be repeated to form a fuel cell stack. Intercon-
ects are the components that separate individual cells and provide
he means to complete the electrical circuit. Thus interconnects

aintain the uniform fuel and air flow as well as play a critical role
n efficiency and power density of fuel cell stacks. Since opposite
ides of interconnects are exposed to reducing (fuel) and oxidiz-
ng (air) environments, the resulting chemical potential gradients
lace severe constraints on selecting the most appropriate material.
dditional design requirements for an interconnect are as follows:
xcellent electrical conductivity, chemical and physical inertness in
igh temperature corrosive environments, compatible coefficients
f thermal expansion with the anodes and cathodes of a stack, good
hermal conductivity, high strength and creep resistance, and low

aterial and fabrication costs [1].  In light of these requirements,
hromia forming ferritic stainless steels such as Allegheny Ludlum
AL) 441-HP or Crofer 22 APU are the most promising materials for

nterconnects in solid oxide fuel cells.

A significant drawback to chromia-forming interconnects is
hromium degradation or chromium poisoning. Depending on the

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 614 292 6081; fax: +1 614 292 3163.
E-mail address: walter.80@osu.edu (M.E. Walter).

378-7753/$ – see front matter ©  2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jpowsour.2012.03.008
t  interface  is  found  in  the  Crofer  system  with  the oxidized  coating.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

atmosphere at the cathode, chromium rich alloys form chromium
trioxides CrO3, or chromium hydroxides CrO2(OH)2. Upon com-
bining with oxygen ions in the cathode active area, the chromium
compounds reduce back to chromia scale, Cr2O3. Thus the chromia
scale formation results in decreased cathode active area. In addi-
tion, the electrically insulating nature of chromia scales increases
the contact area specific resistance (ASR) between the interconnect
and cathode. As a consequence, the performance and efficiency is
significantly degraded [2].

It is therefore critical to inhibit chromium migration from inter-
connects to cathodes. One way  to achieve the necessary chemical
inertness of interconnects is to perform surface modification by
applying a thin, dense protective coating on the surface of intercon-
nects. The protective layer acts as a diffusion barrier to the chemical
reaction between the interconnects and the corrosive environment,
thus slowing the rates of chromium oxide scale formation and
inhibiting chromium volatility in the cathode active area.

Researchers have recently applied manganese cobalt spinel
oxide (MCO) as a protective layer on the cathode side of intercon-
nects in an SOFC stack. Larring and Norby [3] observed increased
capability of MCO  to prevent chromium evaporation compared
to that of a pervoskite coating. In addition, with iron-doping of

the spinel MCO, it is possible to achieve excellent electrical con-
ductivity. Yang et al. [4] studied thermally grown MCO  with a
nominal composition of Mn1.5Co1.5O4 on Crofer22 APU substrates.
The substrate was slurry coated and then heat treated in reducing

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2012.03.008
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:walter.80@osu.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2012.03.008
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dual phase native scale is mainly composed of (Mn,Cr)3O4 on the
top with a chromia rich sub-layer at the bottom. SEM images of
reduced and oxidized MCO  coatings are shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b),
respectively.
Fig. 1. Steps for processing

nd oxidizing environments. Their experimental results indicate
ecreased ASR between LSF cathodes and the interconnects due to
ignificant inhibition of scale growth. The spinel coating acted as
n effective barrier to both inward oxide ion diffusion and outward
hromium migration.

The ceramic MCO  is extremely brittle. The mechanical integrity
f this protective oxide layer is affected by complex thermo-
hemical–mechanical conditions. The protective oxide layer which
revents the chemical attack can be severely damaged by ther-
al  and mechanical stresses generated during oxide scale growth,

hermal cycling and mechanical loading during fuel cell operation
5].  The resulting thermo-mechanical stresses can result in coat-
ng fracture and failure. The coating–substrate interface plays an
mportant role in the mechanisms of coating failure and spalla-
ion. For weaker coating–substrate interfaces, an oxide scale would
rst buckle under high compressive stresses and then spall when
hrough-thickness cracks develop [6].  For relatively strong inter-
aces, shear cracks form in the coating, which causes shear sliding in
he cracked segment and finally spallation in the protective coating
6]. For SOFCs, when the protective coating layer fails or loses adhe-
ion with interconnects, uncoated interconnect metal is exposed to
he high temperature corrosive environment. The resulting dam-
ge and degradation to the interconnect can cause a significant
rop in the electrochemical performance of the SOFC. Therefore,

t is necessary to characterize the coating–interconnect interfaces
nd develop a scientific understanding of the mechanical response
f protective interconnect coatings. Understanding the decohe-
ion mechanisms in the coating–interconnect interface and failure
echanisms in the coating will have a positive impact on reliability

ssessment of interconnects in high temperature applications.Liu
t al. [7] at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory have incorpo-
ated indentation techniques to characterize coating–interconnect
nterfaces in SOFCs. Together with finite element simulations, they
erformed stair stepping indentation tests to quantify the interfa-
ial shear strength of coating–oxide scale–Crofer tri-layer systems
n SOFCs. The critical load at which coating spallation occurred was
sed to quantify the interfacial shear strength. However, indenta-
ion creates a plastically deformed zone beneath the surface which
imits the depth of indentation to be less than coating thickness
8]. Therefore the indentation method is difficult to apply to coat-
ngs that are only a few microns thick. It is also important to note
hat the nanoindentation technique samples a very small volume
f the interface and would not capture the stochastic nature of the
nterface.

In the present work, room temperature four point bend exper-
ments are performed to investigate the coating–interconnect
nterfaces. The experimental set up is designed in such a way  as to
lace the brittle coating under tensile stresses. The spacing between
he resulting saturated parallel tensile cracks on the coating surface
s incorporated in a shear lag model to quantify the interfacial shear
trength. At higher strains, spallation of the coating occurs. The
train at the onset of spallation is used to calculate the interfacial
racture energy.

. Experimental
.1. Materials

Interconnects coated with spinel MCO  are manufactured at Nex-
ech Materials Ltd. NexTech’s processing steps are shown in Fig. 1.
 coatings on interconnects.

In the first step, an MCO  suspension is applied through an aerosol
spray deposition process onto an interconnect at room tempera-
ture. The suspension is prepared with MCO  powder with a nominal
composition of Mn1.5Co1.5O4 by using an appropriate binder. The
thickness of the coating ranges from 10 to 15 �m.  The specimen
is then heat treated in a controlled reduction. The reduction heat
treatment reduces the MCO  coating into two distinct components:
metallic Co and MnO. The organic binder is burned out during the
firing. In the final step, the specimen is exposed to a high tempera-
ture oxidation heat treatment in air. The oxidation heat treatment
is an essential step for obtaining a dense MCO  coating. During the
oxidation heat treatment, selective oxidation of the alloying ele-
ments in the substrate forms a very thin layer (3–5 �m)  of native
oxide scale between the MCO  coating and the interconnect. The
Fig. 2. SEM images of (a) reduced MCO–SS441 and (b) oxidized MCO–Crofer.
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ig. 3. Experimental setup to characterize the coating–interconnect interface.

In the present work, two types of ferritic stainless steel inter-
onnect substrates are considered: AL 441-HP (SS441) and Crofer
2 APU. SS441 is composed mainly of 17.6% Cr and 0.33% Mn  by
eight with minor amount of alloying elements such as Si, Ni, and

 and with the balance being Fe. Crofer 22 APU is an Fe–Cr–Mn
teel specifically developed for SOFC interconnect applications. It
as 22.3% Cr with 0.45% Mn,  other alloying elements, and a balance
f Fe. The advantage of Crofer 22 over SS441 is that it has enhanced
lectrical conductivity in the native oxide scale due to the presence
f higher amount of Mn  [9].  In addition to having higher amounts
f Cr and Mn,  Crofer has also trace amounts of rare earth elements,
or example, 0.06% of La [9].

.2. Bend experiments

The experiment is set up such that the coating will experi-
nce tensile stresses during bending. The loading configuration and
imensions of the test specimen are shown in Fig. 3. The inner and
uter loading spans are 20 and 60 mm,  respectively. The stresses
t the outer surfaces of coating–interconnect test specimen are
alculated from the applied loads by the method of Timoshenko
10]. Surface strains are obtained from a conventional strain gage
ttached to the uncoated side of the test specimen. An acoustic
mission (AE) sensor that is couple to a Vallen System AMSY-4 is
laced on the coated side of the specimen to monitor scale fail-
re. The AE sensor detects the transient surface waves generated
rom cracking and other failure and deformation phenomena that
elease strain energy. After the AE signal is pre-amplified by 34 dB,
he signal threshold is set to 40 dB to eliminate unwanted noises
rom the load frame and test environment. To accurately identify
he acoustic emission events associated with coating spallation, the
oating was observed in situ with a high magnification camera lens.
he stress–strain data and AE data are synchronized for subsequent
nalysis of failure mechanisms.

. Theory

.1. Interfacial shear strength

The tensile loading failure mechanisms in a brittle coating on a
uctile substrate are schematically illustrated in Fig. 4(a). When the
ensile stresses exceed the critical tensile stress of the coating, ini-
ial thru-thickness tensile cracks are produced in the coating. The
nitial cracks, also called primary cracks, are created by stresses
enerated from the applied bending moment. After formation of
he primary cracks, tensile stresses are no longer transferred to the
racked segment of the coating directly from the bending moment.
nstead, the tensile stresses are transferred from the ductile sub-
trate to the coating segments through interfacial shear stresses or
hat is also called “shear-lag.” As a consequence of stress transfer

hrough shear at the interface, tensile stresses continue to develop
n the segmented coating layers, creating further thru-thickness
ensile cracks. The cracks from shear-lag are known as secondary

racks as they are not generated from the bending moment directly.
rack density increases as the applied strain increases until at some
oint, the formation of the parallel thru-thickness cracks saturates
11].
Fig. 4. (a) Schematic of failure mechanisms in brittle coatings during bend experi-
ment. (b) Schematics of shear and normal stress distributions in a coating segment.

The formation of secondary thru-thickness tensile cracks is
described as elastic stress relaxation and can be modeled by shear
lag theory [12]. For a coating segment of length L and thickness
h, Fig. 4(b) shows a shear stress distribution at the interface and
the resulting normal stress distribution in the coating. Although
bending creates a thru-thickness stress gradient, the coating
is 0.5% of the substrate thickness and the effects of the stress
gradient thru the coating thickness are therefore negligible. At
both ends of the cracked surfaces of the segment, all the stresses
are supported by the substrate resulting in maximum shear and
minimum normal stress at both ends of the segment. The shear
stress is lowest at the midpoint of the interface and the tensile
stress is highest at the middle of the coating segment. When the
maximum tensile stress exceeds the critical stress of the coating, a
new cracked segment is formed. The maximum shear stress (�max)
at the interface can be related to the critical tensile stress of the
coating (�ct), through coating thickness (h), and crack spacing (L)
by the following equation:

�max = kh
�ct

L
(1)

where k is an integration constant which depends on the assumed
shear stress distribution [13]. If the interface is considered to
be purely elastic with linear shear stress distribution along the

interface, k takes the value of 4 [14]. For an ideal plastic interface
where the shear stress distribution is assumed to be constant, k
is 2 [14]. In the present case, a sinusoidal shear stress is consid-
ered along the interface to allow the interface to have limited
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and yield stress (∼350 MPa) were found to be same for both the
substrates. Since the coating is extremely thin, it has no effect on
the stress–strain curve. The stress–strain curve shown in Fig. 5 is
representative of all coating–substrate systems.
S.R. Akanda et al. / Journal of P

lastic stress relaxation next to the thru-thickness cracks. In this
ase, k is � which is between ideal elastic and plastic behavior
13].

Once the shear strength of the interface has been exceeded, the
hear stresses are relaxed by non-elastic mechanisms such as inter-
ace slip next to the tensile cracks or by substrate yielding at the
ase of the thru-thickness cracks. This phase is described as plastic
tress relaxation, and secondary crack formation saturates during
his phase [13]. Interface slip is followed by interface delamination.
y measuring the saturated crack spacing, it is possible to calculate
he interfacial shear strength from Eq. (1).

.2. Interfacial fracture energy

At higher strains, coating spallation is observed. If it is assumed
hat the coating is perfectly adhered to interconnect and only elas-
ically strained during the experiment, elastic strain energy will be
tored in the coating. At some point, it is energetically favorable
o release the stored elastic energy as interfacial fracture, result-
ng in coating spallation. The interfacial fracture energy, G can be
alculated from the relation [15].

 = Wh

where W is the stored elastic energy density in the coating and
 is the coating thickness. W is a function of in-plane stress–strain
volution in the coating along both the longitudinal and transverse
xes. Despite the bend loading, stress perpendicular to the inter-
ace would be very small and are thus assumed to be neglected [13].
uring the experiment, the coating deforms elastically whereas

he metal interconnect undergoes elastic and plastic deformation.
or a continuous, un-cracked coating, the tensile stresses devel-
ped in the coating during elastic interconnect deformation; can
e expressed as a function of applied tensile strain on the coating
y the following equation [15]:

x
c = Ec

(1 − v2
c )

(1 − vsvc)εx
c

here E is Young’s Modulus, v is Poisson ratio, ε is strain and � is
tress. The subscript ‘c’ stands for MCO  coating and the subscript
s’ stands for substrate. The superscript ‘x’ corresponds to the lon-
itudinal axis. If the interconnect undergoes plastic deformation,
he tensile stress–strain relation in the coating takes the following
orm [15]:

x
c = Ec

(1 − v2
c )

[
εx

c + �c

(
1

(1 + εx
c)1/2

− 1

)]

During elastic deformation of the interconnect, the compressive
tresses generated in the coating along the in-plane transverse axis
an be calculated by [15]

z
c = Ec

(1 − v2
c )

(vc − vs)εz
c

ere the superscript ‘z’ corresponds to the in-plane transverse
xis. During plastic deformation of the interconnect, compressive
tresses can be described by the following relation [15]:

z
c = Ec

(1 − v2
c )

[
εz

c + vc

(
1

(1 + εz
c)2

− 1

)]

As mentioned in Section 2.2,  the longitudinal compressive
trains of the surface of the substrate on the uncoated side of the

est specimen are obtained from a strain gage. From four point bend
heory and for a very thin coating (hc � hs), the tensile strains in the
n-cracked coating are equal in value to the compressive strains
rom the strain gage and the compressive strains in the coating
Sources 210 (2012) 254– 262 257

along the in-plane transverse axis are equal to the in-plane trans-
verse compressive strains of the substrate. Considering the area
under the stress–strain curve of the MCO  coating, the stored elastic
energy in the coating at the onset strain of spallation (εsp) can be
calculated from the following relation [15]

W =
∫ εsp

0

�dε

If the first thru-thickness transverse crack and the onset of spal-
lation occur at nearly the same strain, both the tensile and
compressive stress evolution would need to be considered. How-
ever, if the coating spallation occurs at a comparatively higher
strain, the tensile stresses are relaxed by the formation of the
cracked segments in coating, and only the compressive stresses are
involved in computing the fracture energy [15].

4. Results

4.1. Cumulative AE

The flexural stress–strain curve of a coating–interconnect spec-
imen together with cumulative AE data is presented in Fig. 5. Two
types of interconnects, SS441 and CroferTM, were considered. For
each type of interconnect, the effects of both the reduction and
oxidation heat treatment were investigated. Both SS441 and Crofer
are ferritic stainless steels, and the young’s modulus (∼200 GPa)
Fig. 5. (a) Experimental stress–strain curve synchronized with cumulative AE data.
(b)  An enlarged view of Region 1 of cumulative AE data.
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Table 1
Average critical tensile stress (�ct), interfacial shear strength (�), interfacial fracture energy (Gc), and % spall area for each type of test specimen.

Interconnect Average �ct (MPa) Average � (MPa) Average Gc (J m−2) % Spall area at 3% strain

Reduced Oxidized Reduced Oxidized Reduced Oxidized Reduced Oxidized

3.70 4.94 2.76 3.23 9.43
2.0 10.02 No spall 18.80
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SS441 131.76 3.70 130.32 

CroferTM 225.50 1.38 229.95 

The AE data provides information on cracking events. The cumu-
ative AE curve for each type of test specimen was plotted by adding
he individual AE hits cumulatively. In Fig. 5(a) the cumulative AE
urve reveals three distinct regions of AE activity. In the initial
egion which is shown in an enlarged view in Fig. 5(b), the cumu-
ative AE hits are observed to increase with strain in the range of
pproximately 0–0.2% strain. This region represents the formation
f thru-thickness tensile cracks in the coating during elastic stress
elaxation. The first AE hit is considered to take place at the criti-
al strain for the tensile crack formation in the coating. Assuming
lastic deformation of the coating, the critical tensile stress of the
oating is calculated from the critical strain and mechanical prop-
rties of the coating. The mechanical properties of MCO  coating are
aken to be E = 124.7 GPa and v = 0.36 [7].

For each type of test specimen, ten experiments were conducted.
he critical tensile stresses obtained from all the experiments were
ound to be consistent in each type of test specimen. The average
alue of critical tensile stresses for each type of test specimen is
abulated in Table 1. As is observed in Fig. 5(b) and Table 1, the oxi-
ation heat treatment decreases the critical stress of the coating
ignificantly. The more dense structure of oxidized MCO is favor-
ble for cracks generated from a pre-existing defects or voids. The
igher slopes of the cumulative AE curves for oxidized test speci-
en  indicate that the oxidized MCO  has higher crack density than

hat of the reduced MCO.
After the elastic stress relaxation, the saturation of formation

f tensile cracks during plastic stress relaxation is illustrated by
 relatively flat Region 2 in the cumulative AE curves shown in
ig. 5(a). Presumably because of the 40 dB threshold setting, the
lastic stress relaxation is not detected by the AE sensor. Due to
he statistically variable nature of the interface strength, there may
till be some thru-thickness crack formation in Region 2. In other
ords, one section of the interface may  still have sufficient strength

o transfer shear stresses to the coating whereas the shear stresses
f the interface in other sections are no longer sufficient to cause
amage in the coating.

Finally in the third region, a sharp increase in slope of the cumu-
ative AE curves is observed at higher strains for each type of test
pecimen except the reduced MCO–Crofer. The strain at which the
lope begins to increase sharply is the critical strain for spallation
f the coating. The critical strain for spallation was  also identi-
ed in situ coating observation by a high magnification camera

ens. Post-experiment SEM observations found no spallation for the
educed coated Crofer interconnects, which is consistent with the
ack of AE events in Region 3 for this specimen.

.2. Interfacial shear strength

After the bend experiments, SEM images of the coating were
aken. Fig. 6 shows images of saturated parallel transverse cracks of

CO coating on SS441 and Crofer interconnect. The tensile stresses
ere applied perpendicular to the in-plane transverse cracks. Crack

pacing was measured with Matlab image processing tools. Coat-
ng thickness was  measured from the back scattered SEM images

f the cross-section of the tested specimen. After incorporating
he values of saturated crack spacing and thickness into Eq. (1),
nterfacial shear strength was calculated for each type of test speci-

en. The calculated values of interfacial shear strength are plotted
Fig. 6. Saturated parallel in-plane transverse cracks in (a) reduced MCO on SS441.
(b)  Oxidized MCO on Crofer.

in Fig. 7. As a result of interface defects as well as variability in
bulk microstructure, interfacial shear strength is going to be sta-
tistical in nature. There are a number of stochastic variables in
Eq. (1) that would provide statistical variability. For example, the
coating strength varies from point to point, the thickness is not
constant, and crack spacing varies throughout. Since crack spac-
ing incorporates other physical phenomena, it was  decided to
plot interfacial shear strength for all the different crack spacing
measurements. The mean shear strength was calculated from at
least 50 measurements and is provided in Table 1. Liu et al. [7]
found much higher interfacial shear strengths for a coating–oxide

scale–Crofer system. It is not possible to compare the present
results with those of Liu et al. because differences in process-
ing temperatures would have a significant effect on the interface
strength.
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ig. 7. Calculated values of interfacial shear strength for each type of test specimen.

It is observed in Fig. 7 that the interfacial shear strength has
igher statistical variability for reduced test specimen. Comparing
ig. 6(a) and (b) it is found that the oxidized MCO  has more contin-
ous in-plane transverse cracks with more uniform crack spacing
han reduced MCO. Furthermore, in Fig. 7 the interface is clearly
eaker after oxidation heat treatment for both types of intercon-
ects.

.3. Interfacial fracture energy

The critical strain of spallation obtained from the acoustic emis-
ion data and the in situ observations with high magnification
amera lens is utilized to calculate the interfacial fracture energy for
ach type of test specimen by the method described in Section 3.2.
able 1 gives the values of interfacial fracture energy. The inter-
acial fracture is preceded by buckling of coating due to Poisson
nduced compressive stresses [16]. The bucking is assumed to ini-
iate from a pre-existing defect at the interface. The pre-existing
efect may  originate from the interface slip induced delamina-
ion during plastic stress relaxation. With increase of the applied
train, thru-thickness cracks develop at the location of the buck-
ed coating where the combination of stresses and defects in the

oating exceed the fracture toughness of the coating and finally
pallation occurs. Fig. 8 shows an example of the early coating
uckling with thru-thickness cracks developed in the coating. The
EM images of the cracked and spalled surfaces obtained at 3%

ig. 8. Buckling of MCO coating before spallation (reduced MCO–SS441 at 3% strain).
Sources 210 (2012) 254– 262 259

strain were processed in Matlab image processing tools to mea-
sure the percentage spallation area (%SA). In Fig. 9, the SEM images
and their corresponding processed images are presented for each
type of test specimen. In the processed images, the white por-
tions denote the spalled areas whereas the black portions indicate
the un-spalled coatings. The values of %SA are also tabulated in
Table 1. As illustrated in Fig. 9, reduced MCO–Crofer specimens
have almost no spallation. The little-to-no spallation in reduced
MCO–Crofer is also consistent with the AE results in Fig. 5(a) where
there is no increase in slope in Region 3 observed for reduced
MCO–Crofer. The tensile yield strength of the Crofer substrate is
approximately 350 MPa  [17]. The shear yield strength is there-
fore 200 MPa  and 175 MPa  from the Von Mises criteria and the
Tresca criteria, respectively. In Table 1, the average interfacial shear
strength for reduced MCO–Crofer has been found to be 230 MPa.
Since the interfacial shear strength exceeds the shear yield strength
for the reduced MCO–Crofer specimen, it is likely that yielding
of substrate relaxes the interfacial shear stresses. The absence of
interface slip induced delamination inhibits the buckling of the
coating. This results in almost no spallation of reduced MCO  on Cro-
fer within 3% strain. Since critical strain for spallation in the reduced
MCO–Crofer specimens was not measureable during the experi-
ment, the interfacial fracture energy was not calculated for this
specimen type. Although it has higher interfacial fracture energy
than oxidized and reduced MCO-SS44, oxidized MCO–Crofer has
the maximum %SA at 3% strain. The sizes of the spalled sections are
also comparatively larger. Therefore, the fracture energy distribu-
tion of oxidized MCO–Crofer interface is such that, after attaining
the critical energy for fracture at approximately 2% strain, exten-
sive coating spallation takes place with a small increase of applied
strain. Oxidized coating has the lowest adhesion with Crofer inter-
connect at 3% strain.

5. Discussion

5.1. Effect of reduction and oxidation heat treatments

As is listed in Table 1, oxidation heat treatment decreases the
tensile strength of the MCO  coating and both the interfacial shear
strength and interfacial fracture energy. The oxidation heat treat-
ment yields a denser but more brittle MCO  which is favorable for
thru-thickness crack propagation. Energy dispersive spectroscopy
(EDS) was performed on the spalled areas. The EDS results are
presented in Fig. 10.  For reduction heat treatments, the spallation
occurs at the interface between the interconnect and the MCO coat-
ing. Conversely, for oxidation heat treatments, porous, chromium
rich native oxide scale is found in the spalled sections. Therefore, for
oxidized specimens the fracture is observed to occur along the brit-
tle interface between the native oxide scale and the MCO  coating
instead of the native oxide scale–interconnect interface. The inter-
facial shear strength and the interfacial fracture energy in Table 1
for oxidized specimen refer to the interface between the native
oxide scale and the MCO  coating. The native oxide scale–MCO coat-
ing interface is a much weaker interface than the ductile–brittle
interface between the interconnect and the native oxide scale. In
their research using nanoindentation on a coating–oxide–Crofer
tri-layer system, Liu et al. [7] also report that interfacial fracture
occurs along the native scale–coating interface.

5.2. Effect of interconnect composition
When only the reduction heat treatment is considered, CroferTM

has better bonding with MCO  coatings than SS441. The rare earth
(RE) element present in Crofer substrate (lanthanum) improves the
adhesion between coatings and interconnects [9].
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ig. 9. Representative SEM and processed images of MCO  coating surfaces at 3% 

xidized MCO–Crofer.

Conversely, after oxidation heat treatments, the tensile strength

f the coating and the shear strength of the interface become lower
or Crofer interconnects than for SS441. It is interesting to observe
n Table 1 that although the interfacial shear strength is lower
or oxidized MCO–Crofer than that of oxidized MCO–SS441, the
(a) Reduced MCO–SS441. (b) Oxidized MCO–SS441. (c) Reduced MCO–Crofer. (d)

fracture energy of interface is higher for oxidized MCO–Crofer.

Therefore, it can be concluded that the interfacial shear strength
does not correlate directly with the adhesion of coating; rather
shear strength indicates the capability of stress transfer from
the substrate to the coating. Shear stresses exceeding the shear
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Fig. 10. SEM and EDS analysis of spalled sections of 

trength of the interface do not necessarily cause instant coat-
ng spallation. This can be seen in Fig. 5(a) where the Region 2
n the cumulative AE curves separates the crack saturation due to
hear strength in Region 1 from spallation due to interface fracture
n Region 3. At 3% strain, the significant amount of spallation for
xidized MCO–Crofer specimen reveals that the adhesion quality
etween oxidized MCO  coating and Crofer interconnects degrades
t high strain.

. Conclusions

Four point bend experiments were performed to characterize
he interfaces between MCO  coatings and SS441 or Crofer inter-
onnects. The shear strength and fracture energy at the interfaces
ere determined. Effects of both the reduction and oxidation heat

reatments were investigated. Interfacial shear strength calculated
y a shear lag model, measures the capability of the interface to
ransfer stresses from interconnect to the coating. Interfacial frac-
ure energy is more related to the assessment of adhesion of the
oating. Oxidation heat treatment is a necessary step to perform
n processing MCO  coatings in order to inhibit chromium poison-
ng of interconnects by producing a denser protective coatings on
nterconnects. However, oxidation heat treatment reduces the ten-
ile strength of MCO  coating by making the coating more brittle. In
ddition, the brittle chromium rich native oxide scale formed by
xidation degrades the interface and lower the adhesion of MCO
oating. The weakest interface is found to be between the MCO
oating and the native oxide scale. Furthermore, in case of oxida-
ion heat treatment, the interfacial fracture energy is higher for
rofer interconnect than that of SS441 but at 3% strain Crofer has
he maximum amount of coating spallation.

The formation of native oxide scales on metallic interconnects is
nevitable in high temperature fuel cell applications. With increas-
ng operation time, the thickness of the native oxide scale will

ncrease and this thicker native oxide scale is expected to result in
egradation of the adhesion strength of the interconnect coating.
s a consequence, in addition to loosing the protective properties
f the coating, it is also expected that the thicker native oxide scale

[

[

ed coating on SS441 and oxidized coating on Crofer.

and damaged interface will result in lower electrical conductivity,
thus decreasing the power density of the SOFC stack.

The next step in the study of protective interconnect coatings is
to develop the ability to predict the lifetime of the coating under
operating conditions. Stresses at the interface would be highest
during thermal cycling and could be determined from analytical
models that incorporate the different thermal expansion coeffi-
cients. By performing the four point bend experiments described in
this paper on test specimens oxidized for different periods of time,
the evolution of interfacial shear strength and fracture energy with
operating time can be characterized. Lifetime prediction would
then be based on comparison of the evolving interface properties
with the stresses present during thermal cycling.
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